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Wednesday, 04 August 2010

Attention! Attention! Attention!
• The tournament organizers have now closed field 1
• For the remainder of the tournament it will only be
used for top games and finals
• The game plan hanging next to the registration
at school is valid
• Captains must check in the morning before their game

Weather Today

15° - 22° Celsius

Match reports
Focus on Junior Open A
The first match of the day on pitch 1 sees
on of the tournament favourites team
USA get off to a great start with a 17- 4
victory over Belgium. USA started with
a first minute score and despite an early
injury to number 4 Matt Barnes they
dominated the game. First half highlights
included a full length layout Callaghan by
number 5 Elliot Erickson to take the score
to 6-3. Belgium got off to a great start
in the second half and number 69 Tom
Dewilde scored with a great layout from
a hammer pass from Wannes Kestens to
briefly bring the scoring gap down to five
but a superbly efficient USA played with
great patience and determination which
Belgium eventually had no answer to.
The second match involves Great Britain
and Colombia. In this match GB get off
to a great start with a lay-out score. After

Whatʼs on tonight?
• 9pm is movie night in
the building opposite the
breakfast area as Ultimate
takes you „Back to the
Future“
• 9pm is also team rep
meeting in the old cigar
factory, up for discussion is
„The future of Ultimate“

„Finland and Ireland in perfect symmetry“

this the two teams trade points back and
forth to reach 6 – 6. There are a lot of
contested calls but the game atmosphere
is still good and the match is still being
played with spirit. The Colombians
manage to score next and go into half
time leading the Brits 7-6. The sun arrives
during the break and seems to lift GB
who equalise quickly after the restart.

Lots of noise and emotion from the fans
and players accompany the game which
steadily sees the score grow to 12-12
with neither team managing to pull away.
With the hard cap set at 13 the vital point
is contested a few times as GB come
close to ending the match but eventually
they get the job done and score the vital
point to win 13-12.

Where has the spirit gone?
• Matches cannot be played without game discs,
please return them
• Scorers are doing a difficult job, respect the 2 metre line
• On the field please put your trash in the bins provided
• At breakfast please clear up after you
• Please try to keep classroom trash to a minimum
• Flush twice and keep the toilets clean

• Destroying school toilets is vandalism
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Focus on Junior Women A

Junior Women B

Focus on Junior Open B

The first match of the day in this pool sees
Japan take on one of the tournament
favourites Canada. Japan unfortunately
get off to a bad start with an early injury
to number 26 Takaishi Sakura. This
proves to be a bad omen for the team
and they trail 1-9 at half time.

Lots of noise from both teams signals
the beginning of the Australia v Sweden
game and pool B in the junior womens
competition.
Early in the game it is apparent that these
two teams are very evenly matched and
lots of long plays and good Dʼs back this
up. Sweden pick up a lead and manage
to hold this until half time despite a
dominant display from number 13 Cat
Phillips on O and D for the Aussies. The
half ends 9-6 to Sweden.

Whilst taking in the Junior Women A
match between Canada and Japan on
field 4 your roving reporter also keeps
an eye on the Open pool B match on field
3 between Canada and Latvia. Whilst
not as comprehensive a victory as their
female counterparts, Canada still run
out comfortable victors with a scoreline
of Canada 17-7 Latvia. In this reporterʼs
opinion the big difference between the
teams is that Latvia whilst clearly tall, fit,
athletic and hardworking, struggled with
their long game. Latvia can however take
positives from this match as the general
consensus of opinion is that the Latvian
number 18 Igors Minovs was one of the
standout players and even the Canadian
team agreed that his „sweet layout“ was
the best point of the match. However it
would be remiss of me if I did not mention
Canadaʼs outstanding player number
47 Ryan Kremsater who contributed
massively to a Canadian victory.

Canada are very dominant in defence,
containing Japanʼs short handling game
and forcing early turnovers and this
strategy proved equally effective in both
the first and second half.
In this reporterʼs opinion the outstanding
player for Canada is number 42 Helen
Thompson who made many good D
blocks allowing quick transition to O. For
me, the best point of the game involves
a going away hammer on the break side
from number 22 Erica Tucker to number
16 Adriana Roe. Canadian dominance is
reflected in the final score which reads
Japan 2-17 Canada.

What ever is said at half time to the
Australian team seems to do the trick
though and they battle their way to 1010. Cat Phillips again is proving her worth
completely shutting down the Swedish
hucks, and this helps the Aussies to the
lead for the first time in the game at 1110. Sweden however manage to respond
and get ahead to finish the game with a
disc into the corner for a solid 15-13 win.

Games Today
Day 2 - Wednesday, Aug 4
Field

1

08:30

2

3

4

XXX

USA-IRL

10:30

XXX

12:30

XXX

14:30
16:30

7

8

GBR-ITA

FIN-GER

AUS-JAP

09:30

BEL-GER

GBR-GER2

CAN-CZR

FIN-BEL

FRA-GBR

COL-SWE

11:00

ITA-NED

GER1-SWE

COL-CAN

JAP-GBR

BEL-ISR

GER-AUT

GER-IRL

USA-AUT

12:50

FRA-BEL

XXX

USA-BEL

SWE-LAT

LAT-SWI

AUS-ISR

GBR-CZR

CAN-ITA

14:30

NED-GBR

GBR-GER1

XXX

COL-ITA

JAP-AUT

JAP-BEL

CAN-GER

FIN-ISR

AUS-AUT

16:30

FRA-SWE

SWE-GER2

FRA-SWI

COL-ITA

AUS-FIN

LAT-ISR

18:30

ITA-GBR

18:30 USA-SWE

6

10

11

9

SWE-GER

SWE-LAT

Scores yesterday WJUC Under 20 (mens result in shade)
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Scores yesterday EFDF Under 17
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